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APPLICABLE SERVICES

RTI MANAGEMENT
This product can be managed by our
RTI Management Service

POOLING SOLUTIONS
Product also available in pooling
service. Contact us for more details.

Euro Open Front Plastic Stacking Box - 100L -
600x400x500mm
SKU 64588

Stacking box with dimensions of 600x400x500mm. This PP plastic
container has an open front side and a weight of 3.7 kilograms.

TECHNICAL DATA

Material PP

Inside dimension lenght 569

Inside dimension width 366

Inside dimension height 420

Outside dimension lenght 600

Outside dimension width 400

Outside dimension height 500

Volume 100

Product new

Type Euronorm boxes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Euro Open Front Plastic Stacking Box - 100L -
600x400x500mm

Description.

Euro Open Front stacking box with grip opening made of PP plastic with
dimensions of 600x400x500mm. The volume of this plastic container is
100 litres. The internal dimensions are 569x366x420mm and the weight
of this stacking container is 3.7kg. The maximum carrying capacity is 40
kilograms and if you are going to stack these boxes you should bear in
mind that the lower plastic container can carry 160 kilograms. The
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dynamic load capacity is a maximum of 120 kilograms. The dimensions
of the open front are 285x330mm. The crate has an access opening of
285x330mm.

Are you looking for a matching lid with this plastic container to properly
protect the goods that you want to store or transport in the container
against dust, dirt or water? Then add one of the following lids: lid without
hinges - 61674, or lid with hinges - 61675.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/euro-open-front-plastic-stacking-box-100l-
600x400x500mm-64588
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https://www.rotomshop.co.uk/plastic-lid-with-2-hinges-for-euro-stacking-box-60.html
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